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will be going to Univ of Geneva next month;
now sitting at Duke Univ.

slide 1:  Research Interests:

neural population codes for uncertainty;

OUTLINE
why reason probabilistically?.
bayesian behavior
neuroanantomic representation of probability distributions
	theory:  what are GOOD principles for neural coding?
	data:  does the brain data agree with those principles?

Main issues:
	why have a probabilistic neural code?

Why probabilities?
obligatory  picture and quote of Thomas Bayes in 1742:
	"the probability of any event is the ratio between the value
at which an expectation depending on the happening of the event out to be computed, and the
value of the thing expected upon its happening."

Pierre Simon Laplace quote...

neural coding of probab.  distributions

brain sees ambiguous stimulus... eg random dots moving semi-coherently 
( a la Bill Newsome expts),  then the brain generates beliefs about those dots:

beliefs  he shows  as  a gaussian  peak  q(s|r)

on Y axis is r  (eg, a firing rate in some population of neurons)
and x axis is the prefered stimulus...  (something like a tuning curve for the stimulus)


But suppose there are two separate stimuli and you have to combine them?
a cue combo example

Example:   see a visual stimulus and hear a sound eminating from it:

where was the common source located (say, along a single axis)?

must combine visual and auditory cues:

might have  DIFFERENT locations  (one based on vision and one based on auditory cue)
but, you would like to combine those into a single location...

ideally: you should locate the common source in between the separate
estimates for vision and for audition,
but WHERE in between?


Let's say,  vision is quite reliable while audition is NOT  (in this task)

Generally,one should rely less on less reliable cues...


so, how to optimally combining cues...

he will argue that you must combine these in just the RIGHT way...

the optimal way is given by Bayes rule...

posterior probability (stim| auditory and visual info) should be  proportionate to
 product of  posterior (stim | vision) times  posterior (stim | audit)

humans and animals  DO this !  (espec at low level tasks  (eg  sensory weighting)

he shows  7 different  articles that provide experimental support:

eg  van beers et al  1999  (vision and proprio)

motion texture  jacobs  1999

vision/touch  ernst and banks  2002

vision and propriocep during mvt
kording and wolper  2004

monocular and binoc vision  knill 2003

audit and vision for localiz  alais and burr 2004  etc.

Intermediate Conclusion slide 1

prob reasoning is sensible, consistent and coherent for dealing w uncertainty

and animals  DO this...

**************************

next part of his talk:

neural representations of probab distributions

what is a "Good"  neural code?

commonly applied desiderata:
a good repres.  should make computations EASY...


1) evidence integration  (as per bayes above (get product of two sources)  as above

2) marginalization:

(the OTHER operation)  (integrate out all the stuff you do NOT care about...
(eg contrast, position of jupiter etc)

He shows an example:

playing craps:

say you only care about the SUM of the two DICE  (and not the indiv numbers)

then just add up  all the  indiv  states that make up  sum = 7
eg die 1 = 1  and die 2 = 6  etc.

each of these 2 principles above has its historic champions:

eg  horace barlow in 1969  said  a good neural code makes evidence integration easy

and Charles Anderson  1998 said  marginalization should be easy  (to compute with neurons)


how to make  evidence integration  (intrinsically multiplicative ) easy... just convert to LOG scales.

also makes marginalization easy  (addition of margin probs)


What's easy for the brain...

is there a normative notion of easy?

again, he shows the slide with 7 articles 
 (the last in his list was visual search by Ma, Beck et al in 2011)
and include the six listed above...


what kind of neural code should u expect to find in a brain?..

say, you are an upstream area of the brain looking at downstream sensory areas...

best you can do is to apply bayes rule  in which

p(response r | stim) is proportionate to  p (stim | r)


and the ideal observer code  makes  the RHS and L hand side EQUAL.

example:  suppose   what you see is an independent poisson population distrib... etc.

so,  what you would expect is an IDEAL OBSERVER CODE...


example:   coding for simplicity of inference:
an inter-aural time differrence example

x axis is the ITD  interaural time diff

and Y axis is the rate of firing of an MSO neuron...

must be present in R and L cochlear nuclei  = CN in his diagram...

but there is a simple code for ITD in MSO
(first order/ mean base)

its easy to identify...

he quotes Laplace again...

so ease of statistical inference is a normative notion of easy...

comment (dan fisher):  you've thrown away the prior on S...
his A:  the prior is non-information  (ie, it's  not present in the sensory stim)
when stim comes in, you want to pull out the max info from the stim itself:
(ie you want to determine the likelihood  from the stim itself)

so, having mean tuned responses helps a lot...

want it to be insensitive to nuisance parameters (distractors)
eg  contrast, ambient level of light in the room, etc.

say you have an optimal decoder, w

s =  w * r  + b  (to  compute what the stim must've been given the value of r.)

contrast 2 situations:

one in which knowledge of an expt conditon is required for efficient inference
compared to the situation  in which know.a partic. condition is NOT required.

ie  we want p (s | r, condiition of observation)  is exaclty the same as  p (s | r)
(that is, without the condition)

stimulus dependent  kernel  h(s)  must not  depend on the conditions of observation

use an exponential family with LINEAR sufficient statistics...

see Nat Neuro  2006 and Neuron 2008

as an example,  compare  looking at two  oriented bars...
 one with high contrast and the other with low contrast.

you want your confidence to go up with high contrast

eg  see  Yang and Shadlin Nature 2007  "weather prediction"  experiment in monkeys...

monkey gathers evidence to determine  whether the rewarded target is
the red (left) target vs the green (right) target

and depends on what shape the monkey sees on a given trial
  among perhaps 10 difft shapes:  triangle, pentagon, inverted cone...

they show  log likelihood result...

evidence integration is basically LINEAR.

prediction of his work:

common scaling of mean and variance...

next he shows  task from Graf, Kohn, Jazayeri and Movshon in 2011

record from 60 neurons at once...

prediction 1:  logistic regression is an effic decoder of neural activity

and logistic coefficients are insensitive to nuisance params such as contrast...


Summary:  linear probabilistic population coding philosophy...

next...  neural circuits which implement the operation of probabilistic inference...

he shows a big table:
 called probab computations and their associated neural operations using linear PPCs

column one entries from top to bottom:  cue combo, evid intergation, decn making, object tracking, coord transformation

column two:  linear combo, linear combo, attractor dynamics,  divisive normalization, coincidence detection

column three:  Nat  Neurosci 2006,  Neuron 2008, same,  J Neurosci  etc.

he focuses on  divisive normalization

Current and Future Work:  

(his comment:  my critics say but these tasks are simple and
 we (the critics) can write down closed form solns for these.

But (the critics continue)  how do u do complex problems  (eg with   intractable/ complex problems)
( he cautions: this is dense stuff (typical of NIPS papers))

example: problem that is HARD;

he gives an olfactory example:

shows diagram  with  volatile compounds on the left

one and only receptor is  ORN = olfac  receptor Neurons
these go to glomeruli  that project to   Mitral (he says meetral) cells  and then to
Piriform cortex...

trying to infer odors that are out there in the world
is there  a pig or a sheep or tree eg...

he  shows  ORNs  for each of tree , pig, sheep with  difft peaks for each ORN.

but  each  real olfac  "scene" is a mixture of those (with an array of difft compounds)

but now  convolve those...

but now you need to  infer probab of   (stim |  r)

but,  let's say  only 4 (or maybe only  100) ORNs  which are   v v much smaller than the
number of odors in the world...   so how to do it...

so, you need another principle  eg

sparse prior...

problem is  combinatorial  explosion of  all the poss patterns of oders  cuz  tens of thousands of odors...

solution to problem is to find a tractable approximation:

q(s, phi)  ...

use variational bayesian expection maximization..

VBEM  is a fast iterative method for approximating posterior marginals...

the VBEM  algo  generates  network dynamics that result in linear  PPCs

this requires that all the learning be Hebbian...

output is in the Piriform cortex  (ie it give you  q (stim | R)

what is the prob of sheep vs pig vs tree given a particular response pattern R:

Mitral cells in his model express  prediction error...

key feature is that  the mitral cell  repres is divided out by the  estimates from the piriform cells (the output)

this  also generalizes to odors that change in concentration over time

(eg can do what a blood hound dog does in tracking a scent)

prediction (in the bulb)

divisive normalizaiton of mitral cells...

CONCLUSIONS  (summary slide)

points 1 and 2: see prev  summary...

a simple neural code is modeled by the
 exponential  family of distributions with linear sufficient statistics

these are biolog plausible:
he shows collabs...

peter latham at UCL

Alex Pouget  from Univ of Geneva

Wei Ji Ma  Baylor Col of Medicine

Surya  , asking first Q:  finch songs..

A:  what's the inference that the bird is trying to solve?

markov model  based on prev syllables in song..

Surya continues:  play songs to bird and record from the motor area of the bird..

A:  do NOT expect  to find inference in motor area

Surya... how abt efference copies...


(missed question)
responds with A:  super informative for blood hounds to  turn head side to side and sniff...

jay Q: relation of confidence to amplitude of firing
A:  it is  relation btwn the amplitude of response  btwn low contrast and high contrast
(the difference)  (at a population level)

idea is that  naturalistic  environmental factors are not influential  (they are tuned out)

he tells story of  joke characterization of Cosyne meeting:

theorist one says "my theory is correct cuz it explains  data set 1”

other theorist  disagrees “ NO, MY theory is correct cuz it explains data set 2”

K Shenoy asks to see details of  eqns that make  them independent of conditions of stim...

he writes eqns:  covariance matrix scales with mean
  (if there is a nuisance factor  (irrelevant recording conditions)

Surya... suppose the Fano factor changes over time
A: that’s a v big problem  (it’s bad if H matrix depends on c)

ends at 4:20PM:

note:  by an interesting coincidence the talk immediately following,
by Glenn Turner (Cold Spring Harbor) (see my notes)  also deals with similar topic:
neural coding of odors in mushroom body of drosophila.




